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Dana Ruttenberg and Oren Shkedy have
become known for their meticulously
choreographed films. Their dance film
“Private I's” has been honored with
several awards at film festivals over the
world for its unique, surreal quality.
Similar to how deep unconsciousness
creates numerous free associations,
Dana and Oren's cinema recalls the flow
and disruptions of stream of
consciousness. Glove story, their second
collaboration, is a thrilling viewing
experience, forcing the spectator
through a cavalcade of emotions. While
it is certainly a cliché to open with a
quote, it seems appropriate here as
perhaps no sentence better captures the
experience of Glove story better than
Pina Bausch's words "When you create a
new work, the point of departure must
be contemporary life -- not existing
forms of dance". We are pleased to
present Dana and Oren's work for this
year's Videofocus Biennale. Dana and
Oren, how did you come up with the idea
for Glove story?
Glove Story was a development of and
elaboration on Dana's stage work "Armed". It
was inspired by her return to Israel after a 6
month teaching residency in Florida. In the
US especially there are very clear boundaries
to one's personal space. Even when you're on
a packed subway car, there is a certain
general awareness to maintaining one
another's borders. We travel a lot, however
this shift of scenery was somewhat more
abrupt. As soon as we landed at the TLV
airport, the rules changed completely. We
were standing in line and the cart of the
person behind us was literally touching
Dana's ankle. The terminal wasn't
particularly crowded, so there was no actual
need to get close. It was just that in his eyes,
Dana "ended" exactly where her body did,
meaning her back, and it was there that this
other person was free to "start".
It was a short but meaningful moment. It
made us question the notion of lack of
personal space in our homeland and how it
echoes in other fields of life, namely politics
(inner and outer). Borders are probably one
of the hottest topics in our region:
maintaining borders, opening borders,
ownership of space and issues of safety,
security, identity and many other "explosive"

issues. So Dana felt she wanted to touch
these ideas through a creative choreographic
process. That led to "Armed", which later
evolved into "Glove Story".
You are masters at creating entire
scenarious out of small, psycologically
charged moments, using everyday
moments to build lyrical tapestries of
visual poetry. How did you develop your
visual imagery?
Creating cinematic images is basically
bringing metaphors to life in a literal,
physical way. What metaphors do is pull the
familiar out of context and place it in
another. In making an Art work, once you
acknowledge the fact that there is no such
thing as 'no such thing" and that the world
you are about to create can allow for all
these digressions, then the possibility opens
up for humor, exaggaration, designed
misplacement etc. Working in the field of
stage dance, where the scenery is more often
than not very limited, there is a very long
period where you gather wishes for where
you would or could place this scene but can't.
A bottleneck of desires. And then when you
come to plan the shooting, this bottleneck
opens up and all these images, places and
contexts come pouring out. The imagery in
Dance Film is multi layered, since you have
the scenery, the "frame" and on top of it ever
changing physical images. The choreography
meets the visuality of the cinematic language
at a concrete physical intersection. As
opposed to words that might hover over the
visual as notes do over a baseline, movement
intertwines with it - it is as much
architectural as the architecture of the
space, and it sculpts through it. So the
challange becomes to have imagery that
might be constantly fluid but which
maintains its engagement.
Your dance-film disregards the use of
metaphors and cliché becoming an
image of pure sound and vision. In that
respect, your art presents many points in
common with the ideas of Antonin
Artaud, the theatre of Socìetas Raffaello
Sanzio or Pippo Delbono's latest works.
In your choreography you seek rare
moments of spontaneity, which usually
appear in extreme situations. Could you
take us through your creative process
when starting a new project?
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I don't think we disregard metaphors as
much as we embrace them so
wholeheartedly that they become the
reality. If our "imagined" scenarios are
recognized as realistic, than we have
succeeded in transferring the viewer to
another space and time. We don't seek a
new reality, but instead are trying to peel
off layers to find the reality that resides
under our own reality. The reality that we
experience innerly is amplified and
brought outside, as if you could see
everyone's thoughts take shape. Inner
dialogues, subtexts, desires and fears
come out and play.
So it is not a false world but an excavation
into the super "real", subjective realities
(yes, in the plural). Politeness, maturity,
societal codes and norms are removed
and what is left is a very raw existence.
That is how our work might relate to
Artaud's ideas - it is based on the notion
that our dreams, dillusions, misconstrued
understanding of reality - all become as
valid as reality itself (if there was ever
any). We go into the shooting days with a
plan, but we must remain open and
available to what might happen on set.
During pre-production and location tours

we figure out the angles, dance
"spacings", color schemes, foreseen cuts
and matches, camera movements etc.
During shooting, we go by the plan but
surprises do happen. Film allows us to
capture virginal moments, rare "onetakes" that the careful rehearsing of
dance, for instance, numbs. In dance, it is
usually the studio that gets to see the
initial "sparks" which are then digested
until they reach the stage. in film, there
are rare moments that cannot be traced
that are "caught" as a butterfly in the net.
In "Glove Story', both water scenes (in
the sea and in the shower) could only be
shot once, and what you see on the screen
are those one-takes. During those onetakes, Shkedy or the DOP might take
directorial and artistic decisions of the
moment based on something unexpected
they see happening at that very moment,
and this interesting "dance" happens
between them as well, where they might
stray away from the plan to react to what
happens.
Glove story was shot on the Arri
ALEXA in collaboration with the

talented cinematographer Ram
Shweky. The recurrent use of tracking
shot shots marked by barely
perceivable movements à la Peter
Greenaway highlights the dualism
between movement and fixation,
reminding us of Pierre Boulez's
modernist composition explosante
fixe. We have been also impressed
with the way Ram manipulates color
in a manner that is both symbolic and
aesthetically pleasing. How did you
collaborate?
We have been collaborating with Ram
Shweky for a long while now. Our
collaboration on Dance works for the
screen began with a series of dance video
art works in 2010 (dance loops),
continued with "Private I's" in 2012 and
most recently again in "Glove Story" in
2013. In that sense, Shweky is familiar
with our Artistic sensibility and we three
have developed a language of our own
together, which evolves from project to
project. Each process begins with an
introduction of the dance work to be shot.
Shweky familiarizes himself with the

themes, the scenes, the characters, the
"story" lines and the choreographic
imagery. Then we work together to
envision and trace the locations that
would complete and enhance the images
we have in mind, also keeping track of
how these places would "talk" with one
another, whether they would be part of
the same "world". Shkedy and Shweky are
then in charge of "freeing" the dance from
its former "frontality" (as stage works are
mostly envisioned as en-face, meaning to
be watched from a single frontal
direction) and according to their shooting
plan and planned camera work,
Ruttenberg changes and manipulates the
choreography once again. They create a
conscious play between the steadiness or
movement of the camera and the
steadiness or movement of the dancers,
making the camera another "dancer" on
the scene.
It's already been 15 years since your
debut on the international scene,
Dana: a constant aspect of your art
practice throughout your
choreography career has always been

a remarkable effort to expand the
existing audiences for dance,
stimulating a dynamic multi-media
cross-cultural collaboration with artists
from different fields. Dance film is a
genre that knows no boundaries
between high and low culture, nor
between visual art, music and theatrical
forms. Can you introduce our readers
to the multisciplinary nature of your art
research?
The boundaries between the different
genres of art have long become blurry, and
this is a blessed thing. Just the other day I
was "dragging" my friend to a show. "Is it
dance?" she asked. "well, kinda. It's
perfomance". "so it's theatre? I see there's
text involved" "well, not really". "are the
performers dancers?" "some of them" etc.
Etc. Each time I create a new piece, the
creation calls for different tools. Some
creations beg for pure movement, some are
based on an existing piece of music, some
are created in silence with the soundtrack
added only later, while some require the

"intervention" of text - some original text
and some quoted - some read live and some
recorded. Some need the eye of a designer,
some the ear of a musician. Each child is its
own world with its own character and
needs. When you look at Dance it should
trigger your visual sense, your musical,
rhythmical or groovy sense, your dramatic
or emotional sense and so on. It doesn't
matter whether this is achieved by adding
or subtracting elements (a production in
silence could stimulate your audio sense as
much as one bombarded with score from
beginning to end, for instance) but one
needs to address these many facets of a
visible, live art. And take into consideration
that it is meant to be seen and experienced
by an audience. So indeed, it is
multidisciplinary in nature. It is crucial that
it extends beyond being the mere personal
expression of its creator to being a
performance work meant to engage others.
That is a shift I see many artists failing at
achieving. It's interesting to think that
although dance and movement require no
language and are the most instinctive and

basic things the human body does from
birth, there is still a hesitance from the
form as one that is highly challenging to
understand or comprehend.
In my work I am interested in re-recruiting
audiences' sense of adventure, sense of
humor and empathy and letting them forgo
"comprehending" in turn for experiencing.
With that in mind I have most recently
created NABA which is an interactive dance
work set in a museum, which allows
audiences to choose their own soundtrack
for the piece using museal audio guides.
How did you found the Dana
Ruttenberg Dance Group?
DRDG is a project-to-project based group,
with each project collecting around itself
the relevant performers and collaborators
for that specific work, with many of the
performers re-appearing in several works.
The idea of a "group" signifies our interest
and desire to collaborate with one another
over the span of years. I enjoy collaborating
with the same people again and again, as

much as I enjoy discovering and meeting
new creative forces. When I came back
from my studies in NY in 2003, where I had
also started a group (The Red Hill Project) I
was completely new to the local scene and
it took a long time until I felt I was finally
meeting my so-called artistic "soul-mates".
It still is rare, I have to say. I hope in the
future to also find a studio home for the
group, but for now in the unstable political
climate in Israel it seems like its not the
right timing for that just yet. Perhaps it will
happen somewhere else, who knows.
ScreensArt is a series of dance art
works for the screen under Oren's
direction, premiered at Fresh Paint in
Tel Aviv .Oren, how did you get started
in filmmaking?
I originally studied theater and acting.
Parallel to that, as I was making my way as
a young actor, I felt I was missing a more
creative and active role, one that would
allow me to take initiative and express
myself beyond working off of a given text.

I began by shooting a short independent
film titled "There Are No Small Parts"
which ironically deals with the grey reality
of being a B-rated single-line actor. The
experience of writing and shooting this
film, though still very rough and raw,
reinforced my gut feeling that this was
something I wanted to follow up on.
Interestingly, most directors I come in
contact with come from a background of
film studies, and their field of expertise is
the visual aspect. Since I come from
theater, I am interested and focused on the
work with the actors and performers on
set, which if you think of it is crucial. The
visual side has many "parents" on set from
the DOP through the designers and
multiple assistants. The performance
aspect, however, is solely upon the director
to shape and direct. My work in TV began
with a long period of assisting in which I
was able to observe others and learn and
later I began directing myself. The work on
Dance Film happened in parallel to that,
through meeting Dana and our two worlds
colliding - cinema and movement. At first
we were very hesitant about the possibility
to create a succesful two dimensional
dance work that would do justice to both
genres, but later found that when done

right, dance and film actually compliment
and enhance one another beyond
imagination.
Dana, in an interview conducted by
Ayelet Dekel, you say "Our lives are
choreographed, little girls know what it
means to be feminine; gender is
choreographed". Can you better
introduce our readers to this concept?
Behavior is choreographed, it's not a
concept I invented. Gender is
choreographed: think of how one smokes a
cigarette or struts down a street, even the
way we make love is choreographed. One
can "act his age" or "through like a girl" or
"be sexy" on command, without realizing
they actually know what that should look
like. We make ourself ״recognizable״
through the choreography we perform. I
would say most of our behavior is not an
intuitive manifestation of our true self but
instead a set of learned subconscious
"moves'. We pick these up through various
means - in media, in interaction with
others, and we unknowingly embrace these
choreographies. When we stray away from
our intended '"dance" we might get

feedback from our surroundings signalling
us we are off "the track".
We love artists crossing the boundaries
of cinematic genres. We have
previously mentioned the greatest
German choreographer Pina Bausch.
Indeed, it would be interesting to
compare your films to the surreal
atmospheres of Die Klage der Kaiserin.
Can you tell us your biggest influences
in art ?
Pina Bausch is undoubtedly a major
influence on us. Bausch gave voice to the
human existence, and showed people on
stage. Yes, they were at times virtuosic
creatures, but always human. Her mind
worked simultaneously as a choreographer,
as a director and as a sociologist or
anthropologist. She, for one, was extremely
invested in exploring societal
choreographies and bringing them to the
stage. And she always made room for
humor as a tool to first invite us in and
then throw a pie in our faces. Another big
influence is the Israeli playwright and
director Hanoch Levin, perhaps the most
influential voice in Israeli Theater. Levin
was interested in man as an absurd,

flawed, childlike creature, whom we can all
identify with on the most basic levels. His
characters cry and pass gas and have sex
and yearn and envy, they are wonderfully
imperfect and most of all - they are a
reflection of us. Humor, again, is a big part
of his work. In film, most lately, Wes
Anderson is someone whose work we
follow closely. His immaculate attention to
detail and his visual style, symmetry and
again - humor, make watching his films a
multi-faceted adventure. The drama occurs
at once in the story line and in the visual
sphere. His realities are so "designed" that
you can never place them here or there.
They are not fantastical or part of an
imaginary world but they create a hyperrealistic world in which every detail - word,
object, move - get our attention.
Thanks for sharing your time, Dana
and Oren, we wish you all the best with
your artist career. What's next for you?
Have you a new project in mind?
Our next project is in the works. We are
expecting two boys in a few months. So our
next joined film will probably not happen
until 2016. You can follow us at:
www.screensart.com or www.drdg.co.il

